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The Brow Shape

The THREE vertical points are 

important when mapping out the 

start and the TAIL of the brow - in 

addition to the arch. 

The HORIZONTAL lines ensure that 

your arches match - and that your 

tails don’t pull down too far. 

Look for PARALLEL lines! 



Turn Over!
Work upside down, as though the 

client is lying in front of you. 

The pull on the Microblading handle 

will provide the correct amount of 

leverage for a solid line from the start 

and end of the hair stroke. 

Feel free to turn the paper or faux skin 

to the side to get a complete pull.



Transition 
Hair Strokes
Begin drawing:

T1

T2

T3

● Leave space between 

T2 and T3



T4 Hair Stroke
Focus on T1-T4 Hair Strokes

If these hair strokes are not laying 

down and starting to produce a 

“transition”, please continue to work 

on these. 

Do NOT draw hair strokes that are 

“standing up” too straight. 



Draw a SPINE. This is meant to be an invisible line to 
back up your upper & lower lines against. 



SPINE
All spines can be different!

This EXAMPLE of a SPINE 

begins a little closer to the top 

of the brow, flows through the 

center of the arch, and then 

ends in the center of the tail.



Upper Hair Strokes
Begin drawing the UPPER HAIR STROKES 

along the outline of the brow. 

ALMOST connect the hair strokes to the 

other hair strokes. 

NO touching and NO criss crossing. 

Pull the hair strokes LONG over the arch! 



Pull the Upper Hair Strokes LONG over the arch!



Pull CROW’S FEET STROKES towards the SPINE. Fill 
in the NEGATIVE SPACE.



Upper Hair 
Strokes
Pull the CROW’S FEET hair strokes 

TOWARDS the spine.

Focus on filling negative space. 

** THE SIZE OF THE HAIR STROKES 

SHOULD NOT BE THE SAME. SOME 

MAY BE LONGER AND SOME MAY BE 

SHORTER.



LOWER Hair Strokes
Turn the page or faux skin to the SIDE to utilize best 

leverage to PULL the lower hair strokes LONG over 

the arch and TOWARDS the spine. 

FOCUS on these lower hair strokes! 

CORRECT: Hair strokes are shorter and longer; they 

appear to be LAYING DOWN towards the tail. 

NOT CORRECT: Hair strokes are straight up and 

down; they appear to be the same size. 



Check your Lower Hair Strokes!



Check your Lower Hair Strokes!



Lower Crow’s 
Feet
Pay ATTENTION to the lower 

crow’s feet that MEET at the 

SPINE!

These should be SHORTER than 

the original LOWER HAIR 

STROKES and LAY DOWN 

towards the point. 



Lower Crow’s Feet
Turn the sheet or faux skin to the side and check your 

POINTS. 

Does everything meet at the SPINE?

Can you still identify your ORIGINAL lower hair 

strokes?

Are the hair strokes LAYING DOWN and PULLING 

LONGER over the arch towards the tail?



Final Outcomes
How does everything look when turning 
around the sheet or faux skin?



Let’s Move 
Forward!
Once you’ve drawn with a 
pencil on FAUX SKIN, start 
to utilize your 
MICROBLADING TOOLS to 
apply pigment to all areas.



More Examples!
Begin utilizing your MICROBLADING tools to complete 

several sets of brows on FAUX SKIN.

Once you MASTER the first Microblading pattern, check out 

OTHER Microblading patterns to work on!

REMINDER: Despite the pattern, remember the MAIN ideals 

of Microblading - which are HAIR STROKES that lay down 

with the arch of the brow; and hairs CANNOT overlap! 



Mastering 
Microblading 
and 
Microshading!


